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John Jacob Rhodes served within the united states condo of Representatives for thirty years
and observed our state via turbulent occasions together with the civil rights movement, the Viet
Nam War, and the chilly War. He was once the home Republican chief in 1974 in the course of
the push to question president Nixon.This account, written via Rhodes’ one time press
secretary, records a existence trip from Rhodes’ domestic city in Council Grove, Kansas, via
his lengthy and illustrious illustration of Arizona in the home of Representatives to his energetic
post-Congressional profession and eventually his loss of life in 2003 at age 86. Above all, John
Rhodes: guy of the home is John J. Rhodes: Man of the House the enticing tale of a many that
is remembered by way of all who knew him as a quiet, powerful chief who complete impressive
issues for his state, stood tall lower than huge, immense strain at a time of grave nationwide
peril, and left a legacy of John J. Rhodes: Man of the House statesmanship unfortunately
lacking in today’s physique politic.
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